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Abstract 
 
Recently the saturation of wireless network technologies is creating a 

heterogeneous multi-radio access technology (RAT) environment. Users 

Mobile (UM) roaming securely in multi-RAT environments is now a big 

obstacle in the mobile network of the next decade. UM, this should be 

optimally connected to relay the best Current connected (CCB) paradigms, 

means having a better way of communicating to anyone at any time. 

Although Handover of the vertical side can be described as a technical 

process that plays the role of changing the path of UM from one side of RAT 

to another, several VOH algorithms are presented to make successful HOV 

decision and avoid unnecessary one time. This paper highlights some of the 

key basic features and the most popular algorithms based on a scheme (non-

cognitive and cognitive). Ultimately, literature is used to state assessment 

and conclusion. 

 

Keywords: Heterogeneous wireless Network, selection algorithms, vertical 

handover decision, cognitive and non- cognitive algorithms. 

 

1   Introduction 
 

Future generation of mobile network carries with him the complexity of  
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the wireless environment, multi technologies included (GSM, GPR.S, 

HS.PA, UMTS, WI.FI, WIMAX and also LTE), the universal demand of 

efficient technology can offer the MU best Quality of Service (QoS) and 

extremely data rate any time anywhere become the main challenge facing the 

next generation developers of mobile network (5G) that rely upon integration 

of these heterogeneous technologies achieving users dream of ABC.  

Heterogeneous RAT standard of different criteria in bandwidth, cost, and 

latency cooperation maybe offer promising interworking communication in 

5G by presenting high-performance bit data rate and multimedia support also 

super QoS results. In such an environment a lot of issues should be in 

consideration to support MU roaming between these technologies; mobility, 

resource allocation, security.Mobility management is the key issue should 

understand then track and access the best network.  Handover is the activity 

handling the mobility management of UMC then it will send from one 

technology another. Normally, the handover process is done between the UM 

and RAT access point of similar technology, this process is known by 

Horizontal Handover (HHO), which is commonly used the strength of the 

signal received from the base station (RSS) to execute the handover. In case 

of multi-access technology availability which differs in its characteristic and 

its capabilities; it is not easy to say which one is the best for UM, so the 

handover will be more difficult and known by vertical Handover (VHO). 

Figure 1 shows the main difference between the two terms (HHO) and 

(VHO). 

 
Figure 1: Depicted handover explain horizontal and   vertical networking 

 The main idea of the work-based management of handover vertical as an 

essential issue demanded to ensure seamless handover during user mobility 

in a heterogeneous environment. Vertical handover management mainly 

composes of mechanisms of mobility decision and mobility protocol.  
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 Mobility decision depends on a set of mechanisms and the criteria 

offered by the network to achieve the speed, automatic, and best RAT 

decision.Multiple RATs interfaces are imbedded in wireless modern mobile 

devices. This equipment has the capability of connecting to different RATs 

like portable device which are provided with wireless technology of 

WiMAX, properties of transfer files such as Bluetooth and smart mobile 

phones that are equipped with 2.5G/3G... etc. and Wi-Fi (Google Android, 

iPhone, and BlackBerry). The idea is to make this RAT acts as a 

complementary paradigm while it is designed independently. The integration 

of these networks’ technologies will make the MUs connectivity to best RAT 

is possible by using their requirements heterogeneities in access may be 

caused by the interoperability of heterogeneous of networks. 

 We will need a standard infrastructure to achieve communication in the 

multi-RAT environment and to meet the preferences of MUs. many 

algorithms are proposed to implement RAT selection management. The 

authors classified these mechanisms based on different schemes. In this paper 

the RAT scheduling will be presented in a new scheme by classifying the 

RAT algorithms according to cognition issue, into i) cognitive, and ii) Non-

cognitive, as universal classification and try to overview the most common 

algorithms used in both schemes. The other part of this paper is arranging as 

second part a summary of the standardization of Radio Access Technologies 

of Wi-Fi networking third section is to explain the fundamentals and 

concepts of VHO procedure. Section IV highlighting the most common 

algorithms based on new classification cognitive and non-cognitive 

algorithms. Section V evaluating and conclusion based on the authors 

proposed. Standardization of Radio Access Technologies in wireless 

networks. 

 To present the best effective VHO roaming solutions, a lot of issues have 

been taking into account during standardization infrastructures of wireless 

network, composed of interoperability, cooperation, integration, interworking 

and convergence. At different reference layers model of (ISO/OSI). Many 

approaches are proposed. 

 

2 IEEE Related Facilities 
 

 IEEE Dealing with two standard groups handling the vertical wayside of 

handover mechanism and heterogeneous networks corporation. 

 

2.1 IEEE 8.02.21 
 

 The main building in function presented by this group [1] is the Media 

space-work Independent Handover (MS WIH) standard that becomes 

developed to cover the mobility issue and keep seamless handover. New 

independent handover provides integrated circuit working logically and  
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intermediate between the high and second layer of protocol whereas the 

MIHF working and help the vertical side of handover technical working as a 

gathering information management of mobility entities. Clarifying in Figure 

2. Three prime services are presented by (MIH): 

 1) Media Space- Work Independent Device Event Service (MSWIES) 

 2) Media System- working Independent Working Command Service 

(MSWICS) 

 3) Media Time- Work Independent Information Cloud Service 

(MTWIICS) Respectively, these kinds of services are charged with:  

   (a) The abstract dynamic changes in current link i.e. the network 

conditions and quality, 

  (b) Gives users the ability to control and manage parameters 

associated with the link process. 

  (c) Collecting static (standard) information of the network and 

any available networks. 

 
Figure 2: Standardization WI-FI references model 

 

3 Proposed Work 
 

 The description of the whole building blocks architecture is 

implementing by this standard group including the network infrastructure and 

resource management of device and also the information exchanged among 

all these building blocks. It makes network-devices able to distribute the 

making decision for optimization the Frequency system resource 

management of environment heterogeneous environment of wireless system 

connection access networks (multi-RAT). At an early stage, the standard 

form of IEEE P1900 was just related to the definitions of architecture and 

functions [2]. After that, it takes the responsibility of policies [3] and 

definitions of protocols that concerned with interoperability and information 

alternating in heterogeneous RATs networks [4]. 
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 Improvement the general capacity and quality of wireless services by 

using this standard based on the information exchanging between Mobile 

Users and wireless networks and off curse under the simultaneous existence 

of multi- RATs. 

 

4 Results and Discussion  
 

 Mainly the heterogeneity in 3GPP creates interworking issue between 

3GPP and non-3G.PPP networks by many faces. In [5], 3GPP-WLAN six 

different scenarios of interworking are presented as shown:  

  

 Scenario one: Common cost and customer preferences. 

 Scenario two: system-based on 3GPP access control 

management and power issue.  

 Scenario three: packet-switched services    accessing to the 3GPP 

system  

 Scenario four: continuity of Service. 

 Scenario five: Seamless services. 

 Scenario six: Accessing to 3GPP circuit-switched services. 

  

 These scenarios illustrate the logically developing in heterogeneous 

networks integration; from the early 3G/WLAN interworking of common 

billing technique and customer preference care scenario (weak coupling) 

until getting access to the 3GPP system using packet-switch services along 

with WLAN (very strong coupling). The frameworks of 3GPP/WLAN 

integration system also relay with other significant features, for example, 

security interworking issues and management of charging. In this, area it's 

good for our information that 3GPP adapt also handover function called 

ANDSF, shown in table 1. 
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          Table 1: summarizes the most important characteristics of these scenarios. 

 

Scenario 

Service 

&operational 

capabilities 

Loose  Loose  loose Tight  Very 

tight  

Very 

tight  

Common 

BILLING 

First- 

scenario 

common 

Billing 

Custome

r care 

Second- 

scenario 

3GPP 

system 

Control 

charging 

Third- 

scenario 

3Gpp 

system Bs 

service 

Fourth -

scenario 

Service 

continuit

y 

Fifth -

scenario 

Seamless 

service 

Sixth- 

scenario 

3GPP 

system 

CS-based 

system 

System of 

customer 

service 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

3GPP program 

of control 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

3GPP program 

of control 

Reject 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Access 3GPP 

program of 

control   PS and 

WLAN 

Reject 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Current service Reject 

case 

Reject 

case 

Reject case Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Semi- current 

service 

Reject 

case 

Reject 

case 

Reject case Reject 

case 

Accept 

case 

Accept 

case 

Access to 3GPP 

system CS-

based service 

Reject 

case 

Reject 

case 

Reject case Reject 

case 

Reject 

case 

Accept 

case 

  

 Implementation. In our process, it is not important the different RATs 

and hence, no need to the modification on legacy radio systems. [6, 7] that is 

the report by MU to make handover decision; this is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) Passing 

Information from (RATs) to Mobile Users (MUs) 

 

4.1 IETF Related Facilities 
 

 In term of a heterogeneous network, the basics of IETF are dealing with 

Layer of Network (L3) and higher. Working Group of the IETF ''protocol 

version four of mobile concerned with the integration of the system in term 

of macro mobility supporting [8] and mobility of IPv6 [9]. IP Mobile allows 

any node to stay using its basic home address during mobility. Transparency 

supported in the higher IP layer, addressing active T. CP preservation of 

connection and UDP bindings’ port. The IP Mobile scheduling is also 

considered as L3 handover. Moreover, the permanent IP Mobile protocols, 

the IETF group is dealing with several other drafts under the concept of 

security, optimization, Accounting, Authentication (AAA) backup and 

implementation issues. At last, [10] what Service providers need to 

assurances the 5G promised facilities is: 

 

4.2 Simple Trusting Authentication  
 

 • It is a simple subscriber has authentication to enter to available Wi-Fi 

without and problematic. 
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4.3 Seamless Handover 
 

 It is a process of moving between the technical of 4G, WI-FI and 5G 

without any disturbance to the subscriber. 

 

4.4 Spacing Intelligent and Offload  
 

 When the working between subscriber and networking under intelligent 

range such as subscriber data, private subscriber information, and network 

condition. 

 

4.5 Process of Controlling Customer Data Usage  
 

 It is a key to understanding the private behaviour to create a Big Data 

and using this data to communicate with business and providing the loose 

control of private subscriber information. 

 

5  Fundamentals of Discussed Result  
 

 As we display before, Handover in heterogeneous wireless networks is 

performed when the degradation of applications in these handover protocols 

accrued. Handover management issues composed of mobility scenarios, 

meter.ics, decision algorithms and procedures. In general, Mobility scenarios 

can be classified into two paradigms; horizontal and vertical handover. If 

handover performed between different cells but from the homogeneous 

networks so we termed on this procedure horizontal HOV but If handover 

performed between different types (heterogeneous) of networks then we 

termed on this procedure of vertical handover. In goal for understanding the 

term of always Best Connected (ABC); two requirements should be granted 

in VHO procedure: seamlessness and automation. These two challenges 

should be handling to decide when and where VHO becomes necessary or 

not. So, when the access of the serving network become poor or unavailable 

to the MU during roaming then VHO to another access technology will be 

needed to be initiated. 

 It is good to know that VHO in heterogeneous happens for convinces 

reasons rather than connectivity reasons, i.e., based on user preference, 

maybe for a certain service [11-12]. Suitable access technology (RAT) 

should be chosen for initiation of the handover techniques. Not only that, but 

an appropriate time and condition should also be taken in sight consideration. 

 

5.1 Concepts of VHO Procedure 
 

 Well, it's not new news that VHO procedure is consisting of three-phase, 

Figure 4 briefly displays these three phases. 
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Figure 4: VHO procedures three phases 

 

 As shown in Figure 4, to decide MUs continue their sessions through 

their mobility across the same (RAT) networks from same kind (HHO) or 

roaming to different RAT from different kind (VHO). VHO procedure 

practically included three phases:  

 1) Gathering Information phase 

 2) Decision phase and  

 3) Executions [13], briefly discussed   in next:   

 

5.1.1   Gathering Information Phase 
 

 All the addressed information's to VHO decision (next phase) is collected 

may be related to what user prefer (security, cost), network information 

(coverage, latency) and terminal information (velocity, battery). 

 

5.1.2   Decision Phase  
 

 The best RAT is selected, and this phase is based on previous-mentioned 

evidence and jot down the execution of execution regarding this information.  

 

5.1.3    Execution Phase 
 

 The outgoing sessions for UDs would be retransmitted and will have 

continuity with novel RAT, and then the connecting with the older RAT gets 

finished at last. 
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 For example; if considered that MU during mobility read three different 

types of (RAT) (Wi-Fi, WiMax, UMTS), the HOV procedure will gather the 

following information shown in Table. 2. 

 
Table 2: VHO gathering information in three RATs in one Environment 

            

 

 It is important to know that the phases in the most important operation in 

the whole vertical handover procedures to get optimum selection and will be 

the improvement for its contributions. The vertical handover decision phase 

gives the answers of (when and where) it wills necessary to hand over 

vertically in a hybrid environment, while” first” should decrease for instance 

the signalling over. Head and avoid un-important handovers. "Second" 

should satisfy network and user requirements [14]. The decision-making 

process demands some decision parameters to handle VHO seamlessly; like 

criteria of the available networks, algorithms, and control scheme, decision 

policies… etc.  The decision VHO criteria of deferent networks are:" 

subscriber condition network and an end to end capabilities "[15-16]. To 

distinguish and initiate a vertical handover, these criteria have to be 

evaluated and compared.  

 So that all authors and researcher how working on (5G) development 

going for proposed many algorithms; based on multi schemes start from 

policy-based schemes to fuzzy logic and Neural Network until the hybrid and 

advanced based algorithms and more [17]. 

 

5.2 Highlighting Most Common Algorithms in RAT Optimization 
 

 The part significant of the evolution of wireless HetNet needs for 

homogeneity and multi-interface of the subscriber of mobile. The diverse of 

wireless mobile network the Radio Resource management mechanisms and 

algorithms that aim to employ the resources of all RATs [18-20]. The 

architecture needs to have a private process for radio access technology... For 

this paper, we will classify RAT selection mechanisms into two main classes 

depending on the decision-making operation [21-23]. 
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5.3 Non-Cognitive – Mechanisms 
 

 It is a single process and doing simple, the operation emerging by RSS 

(received signal strength), which mean based on multiple criteria decision 

making [24-25] what we notice in these mechanisms they are predefined and 

Re-fixed decision-making algorithms (DMA) that can be conceder as 

negative impact in these DMA.it is mainly utilizing predefined policies (use 

the mathematical relations of the DM process). The policy based on a 

conclusion can generate a half -optimal or even in a completely wrong 

decision.  Also, it is very complex to design dealing with multi-criteria 

aspects. Few input parameters only have been considered in most non-

cognitive DMA mechanisms which assure their results based on partially -

optimal RAT making a decision. We present a brief review of the main 

existing non-cognitive VHO: 

 

5.4 Function-Based Decision Algorithms 
 

 The universal idea of these strategies is based on utility cost functions. 

By providing the function different combination of parameters (RSS, a 

network covering the area, Quality of Services (QOSS), user's preference and 

capacity parameters, available bandwidth, service cost, reliability, security, 

battery power etc.)  To pick up the best available RAT that assures the better 

objectives of the function that find the sum of weights for them.  

 

5.5 RSS Based Algorithms 
 

 To determine which RAT which means, the process should be chosen 

using Hanover decision; then will help us to limit the direction of the 

network linking on when and where the handover is going to trigger. 

Decision criteria may be static or dynamic.  

 The key criteria to address viz. network are the (coverage, bandwidth, 

latency; link quality) i.e. received signal strength (RSS), SIR, BER, monetary 

cost and security levels etc. normally the handover decided only based on 

RSS criteria and the decision policy is considered in dynamic handover. The 

procedure of RSS based algorithms compare its output with RSS of the 

current access point of attachment against the other accesses points to decide 

handover decisions. Where BS represent the power of transmission, UES 

represents the strength of the received signal, HOV operation of managing 

efficiently.  
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 Depend on his new defined DM algorithm above. Rat Algorithm 

proposed by the author also the similar scheme is proposed from deferent 

authors. 

 

5.6 Multiple Attribute-Based Algorithms 
 

 These Vertical handover decision algorithms are merely a mathematical 

optimization approach that deals with the issue. Of selecting the best suitable 

Alternate.ve from a set of alternatives based on the.ir attributes i.e. a MADM 

(multiple attribute decision making) problems. The most known and general 

(MADM) mechanisms are: 
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 (1) SAW (Simple Additive Weighting): a weighted sum of all the 

attribute values. 

 (2) TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 

Solution) 

 (3) AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process): portion the network selection 

aspect into several sub-aspects and addresses a weight value for each sub-

aspect. 

 (4) GRA (Grey Relational Analysis) 

 From counting the rank of these mechanisms, we can highlight the 

networks of a high ranking and select the one with the highest rank. The most 

popular mechanism is AHP using to break down the problem into a hierarchy 

easier and more controllable subproblems. This subproblem can be help in 

the decision process or weights account according to their own overriding to 

the problem. Decision factors can be replacement solutions and AHP chooses 

the alternative solution with the maximum automated weight. Generally, 

(AHP) mechanism is a three-process step. 

 (1) Break down the decision problem into multi-levels of the subproblem 

(analysis the decision criteria). 

 (2) Check out each factor to the other rest factors through the same level 

within matrix comparison of pairwise factors (as an example; comparing 

objectives at the first level of a network with the corresponding of each 

objective in the second level). 

 (3) Finding the summation of collecting weights from different levels, 

and arrange the solution with the max- sum. This mechanism is considered as 

a famous and proven mathematical method. 

 Otherwise, such a standard method stills insufficient to manage a 

decision issue with inexactitude in decision criteria. More advanced models 

are presented or sometimes combined with stander ones to obtain more 

effective decision strategies.  

 

5.7 Process –Determine Cognitive Operation 
 

 Operation of (RAT) determine a lot of dynamic and support multi-scale 

and optimal of user requirement and networking performance that case is 

compared with case non- or un-support cognitive operation that ideal case 

explain the cognitive process is Aragorn project field. RAT selection 

mechanism using multi-criteria handover in the LTE environment as a 

solution to VHO in 5G mobile networking of heterogeneous environment 

based on the use of fuzzy logic controllers for combining diver.se inputs. 

 The same work is done by using with the system logic analysis of multi- 

properties of DM and context-aware strategies by using agent programming 

to making handover decision at a certain time. Machine Learning is one of 

the ideas that are using to utilize from in select suitable RAT.   
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 Complex Method is proposed in that present solution based on multiple 

criteria decision mechanism that employs a logic system and algorithm based 

on genetic.In the presented method, using a set of the optimal parameter to 

make an algorithm of selection to create an optimal RAT and good 

performance. The mechanisms of RAT with cognitive operation again doing 

a good harvest and using the benefit of the artificial network. The author in 

his researcher problem explains multi-layer of vertical handover and 

execution it then explains the criteria of optimization operation of handover. 

Such as heterogeneous and another management process. The researcher in 

doing a puzzle or game of selection of radiofrequency. 

 We Propose a new method of selection operation depends on neural 

network, where they find that Hopfield NN a powerful tool to make HOV 

decision. The max advantage of this algorithm is laying in utilize the 

artificial intelligence capabilities and the use of multiple attribute decision by 

making use of IEEE 802.21 protocol. 

 

6   Conclusion 
 

 Classification RAT selection algorithms clarify that single criteria cannot 

handle VHO effectively. A lot of studies are implemented and more still in 

theoretical form waiting for implementation or enhancement especially with 

voices that demand highly efficient VHO that is the basic issue in the next 

5G mobile network that we wait at the beginning of 2020.  
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